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A Suit of Silver: The Underdress of a Knight of the Garter in the Late Seventeenth Century

By DAVID WILCOX

This paper describes the cut and construction of the doublet and hose worn as underdress to the robes and insignia of the Knights of the Most Noble Order of the Garter at the English Court under Charles II. This example belonged to Charles Stuart, sixth Duke of Lennox and third Duke of Richmond (1639-1672), who was created a knight of the Garter in 1661. It is interesting on several counts: the dominant textile is a very pure cloth of silver; the elaborate hose are constructed with reference to earlier seventeenth-century models; the garments exemplify Charles II’s understanding of the importance of ceremony to successful kingship. The suit was conserved for an exhibition at the National Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh and the essay gives some account of discoveries made through this process. In addition the garments are placed in the context of late seventeenth-century dress.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh, UK has in its possession a set of clothes comprising a late seventeenth-century ceremonial doublet and trunk hose, part of the underdress of the robes of the Order of the Garter (Figures 1 and 2). The garments are made of cloth of silver and were once worn by Charles Stuart, sixth Duke of Lennox
and third Duke of Richmond (1639-1672), who was created a knight of the Garter in 1661. In 2007, the National Museum of Scotland began the conservation of these garments in preparation for a major exhibition on Scottish silver. This essay is in part a product of that process, describing their material construction, but also an examination of the context of the garments’ ceremonial role in the robes of the knights of the Garter. The essay also seeks to show that such clothes had a strategic role in the exercise of kingship, relating them to similar ceremonial practices in European courts.

During the conservation work, the author also visited Drummond Castle, Crieff, UK to look at the doublet and hose associated with the Most Noble Order of the Thistle which belonged to James Drummond, fourth Earl of Perth (1648-1716) and which date from the period 1687-1703. The order was revived in 1687 by James II of England and VII of Scotland (1633-1701). This visit enabled a comparison between these two sets of ceremonial underdress, and consideration of them in relation to the Garter Robes used to dress the memorial wax effigy of Charles II (1630-1685), made shortly after his death, which survives in Westminster Abbey Museum, London, UK. These findings will also be discussed in this essay.

THE CONSERVATION PROCESS

The doublet and hose had been preserved at Lennoxlove House, Haddington, UK but were donated to the National Museum of Scotland in 1947. They were in poor condition at that time, as can be seen in a surviving photograph, reproduced in François Boucher’s *History of Costume in the West*. They were then conserved in the 1960s in a manner fashionable at that time, with adhesive net. By the time of the most recent conservation exercise in 2007, the garments were in need of considerable attention.

The conservation in essence consisted of undoing the earlier conservation work
carried out in the 1960s and making good with more up-to-date, although painstaking, reversible techniques to stabilize the textiles for the future. A detailed account can be found in the paper prepared by the conservators for conference in 2009. The conservators worked extremely systematically, recording each stage of the unpicking of the garment (mostly stitching that had been done by earlier conservators, but finally some original stitching), carrying out remedial work before re-assembling the garments. The present author had already examined the clothes and constructed pattern diagrams based on observation and measurement and so already had a working knowledge of the clothes. It was agreed that the author would construct toile copies of the garments, building these up in sections so that conservation staff could understand the pattern shapes, how they related to the completed garments and how they were assembled. The finished toiles were also used as models from which the exhibition display stand could be constructed accurately, without risk of damage to the originals. Research staff at the National Museum of Scotland also undertook the analysis of the silver used in various parts of the garments, principally the cloth of silver, the decorative silver lace used to outline the garments, the copious applications of ribbons and the metal point cuffs applied to the sleeves. When conservation was complete the garments were mounted for display on a bespoke stand, as part of an exhibition demonstrating one of the many uses of silver metal. The conserved doublet and hose can be seen in Figures 1 and 2.

CHARLES II AND THE ORDER OF THE GARTER

In 1660, Charles II returned to England from a long period of exile to take up the English crown (Figure 3). He had been strongly advised by William Cavendish (1593-1676), Earl of Newcastle, to restore the trappings of kingship, that ‘ceremony though it is nothing in itself yet it doth everything – for what is a king more than a subject, but for
ceremony and order [...] you cannot put upon you too much king’. 9 ‘Nothing keepes upp a King more than seremoney, and order, which makes Distance, and this bringes respecte and Duty’. 10 He also advised, regarding the distribution of honours, that Charles stick with the nobility and gentry: ‘what doth itt coste your Majestie, a blew Riban, a privey Counsellorshipp’ to make ‘great men [...] well pleased, & your Majestie safe.’ As well as the cost-effectiveness of such gestures, he seems here also to be counselling against the selling of honours cheaply, a practice that had tainted the court of James I of England and VI of Scotland (1566-1625). 11

In his years of exile in a variety of European courts, Charles had witnessed their ceremonies, dress and fashion and would have been conscious of the value of this form of control and display. From Patricia Wardle’s studies of Edmund Harrison (1590-1667), the King’s embroiderer, it is clear that with the Restoration there was an immediate re-activation of the Great Wardrobe and the Department of Robes. 12 Harrison had been Embroiderer to Charles I and with his return from exile, became Embroiderer to Charles II. Many other such craftsmen resumed their roles in the machinery of royal display. (There could be a heavy price paid for royal patronage, though, as craftsmen often waited years for accounts to be settled; Harrison himself anticipated in his will that he would still be owed substantial sums at the time of his death and made provision accordingly. 13 Charles II’s tailors John Allen and Claude Sourceau were still waiting for payment for the coronation robes five years after the event). 14 By his actions both during his exile and on his return to England in 1660, Charles II seems to have been dedicated to maintaining the Order of the Garter (founded in 1348 during the reign of Edward III (1312-1377)), which had been a feature of the court of his late father, Charles I (1600-1649). Even when a few years into his reign Charles II was compelled to make economies, cutting the number of court
ceremonies, he maintained the Garter feast. Charles II had himself been installed as a knight of the Garter shortly before his eighth birthday, in 1638. Medals were struck to celebrate this event. As a child he had longed to be part of this elite group. The order constituted a small band of privileged men: the sovereign, Prince of Wales and a group of (no more than) twenty-four knights, appointed by the monarch. There were also occasions when membership of the order might also be bestowed as a mark of honour to a foreign prince or monarch. Charles II had become head of the order on the death of his father Charles I, and he had worn the insignia of the order throughout his years of exile. It was his one badge of kingship. He had also continued to create new knights of the Garter, appointing sixteen new knights in the period before the restoration of 1660 and a further four on his immediate return to England. A study of Charles II’s appointments shows that he used this highly prestigious ‘gift’ as a political tool. When a position fell vacant, Charles would let a number of years pass before an appointment was made, thus holding out the possibility of preferment to his nobles, inspiring loyalty in the hope of reward. During the period of exile, awards had been made in a bid to ensure the loyalty of key nobility. As King of Scotland (crowned 1651) he had tried to have the Scottish ‘Honours’ sent to him in Paris, but this request went unheeded. Consequently he wore the Garter Star on his coat, with a blue sash across his chest and the Garter itself below his left knee on public appearances. On other days he wore the Lesser George around his neck. From this it can be seen that there was no break in the continuity of the order during the Commonwealth, but there was lacking the means to enact its ceremonies with sufficient splendour and generosity, especially from 1654, when Charles left France and the sheltering hospitality of his cousin Louis XIV (1638-1715) and had to pay his way. It is significant that one of the first things Charles did on his return to England in May 1660, on his progress from Dover to London, was to hold
The Order of the Garter was almost synonymous with kingship for Charles. Both his father Charles I and his grandfather James I and VI had upheld the tradition of the order and the magnificence of its ceremonies, with the dazzling public processions and elaborate elite ceremonies of the Garter feast. Both had also regularly worn the Garter emblems as part of their dress. The donning of the Garter George had been a daily part of Charles I’s dressing ritual. The trappings of the robes and regalia were frequently to be seen in portraits, miniatures and medals generated for the Stuart dynasty. It was an order of chivalry similar to that of L’Ordre du Saint-Esprit in France and the Hapsburg Order of the Golden Fleece. Charles I had a new Garter badge designed to incorporate the silver rays that were a motif of the Ordre du Saint-Esprit, helping to underline its sacred significance. The emblem of the garter and its motto were frequently used to signify qualities of kingship – religious faith, virtue and personal authority - and were part of the apparatus of royal propaganda, helping to underpin the symbolic order and the Stuart monarchs’ public image as mediated through portraits, prints, medals and coins.

It was against this background that the new design for the robes of the Order of the Garter was made on his return to England and kingship – with Charles deliberately opting for a design which, although new, reflected the earlier Stuart Court. This is in many respects similar to his treatment of the crown jewels. These had been broken up and sold by Parliament after the execution of Charles I in 1649. The new crown jewels made for the Coronation of 1661 were a faithful copy of the originals. The Coronation itself was similarly arranged: Charles had ordered that ‘the records and old formularies should be examined’ using tradition to add ‘lustre and splendour to the solemnity’. Thus it was that, regarding the design of the Garter robes, Charles was
concerned lest the underhabit or underdress ‘followed too much the modern fashion, never constant and less comporting with the decency, gravity, and stateliness of the upper Robes of the Order’, and decided on a short doublet and ‘the old trunk-hose or round breeches, whereof the stuff or Material shall be some such Cloth of Silver, as we shall chuse and appoint’. 28 He wanted there to be fixed in the public mind, through carefully managed display and ceremony, a sense of continuity with the past and implicit in this, his right to rule. There was perhaps too a sense of measuring up to European royalty as there are similarities in the design of the underdress with those of the Ordre du Saint-Esprit, which Charles would have seen at the French court during his period of exile.29

WHO WAS CHARLES STUART?

Charles Stuart was one of four noblemen to be elected and installed as a knight of the Garter, during a three-day feast commencing 15 April 1661 at Windsor Castle in honour of St George, the patron saint of the Order of the Garter.30 Windsor Castle was the traditional home of the order. The feast was held a week early, instead of the traditional St George’s day, 23 April, because in 1661 that day had been set for Charles II’s Coronation ceremony.31

Charles Stuart was born in 1639, the only child of George Stuart, ninth Seigneur d’Aubigny, and Katherine Howard, daughter of the second Earl of Suffolk.32 At the age of six, he was created Baron Newbury and Earl of Lichfield. In 1658, aged eighteen, he crossed to France and took up residence in the house of his uncle, the Seigneur d’Aubigny. As cousin and supporter of Charles II, he returned with the king to England in the spring of 1660. Later that year, with the death of his cousin Esmé, Charles Stuart succeeded as third Duke of Richmond and sixth Duke of Lennox. By 1666 he had been
married twice and was twice widowed. In 1667 he married for a third time, to Frances Theresa Stuart (1647-1702). This marriage was a much talked about event, as ‘La Belle Stuart’ was a favourite of Charles II. (She was the model for the figure of ‘Britannia’ which was first used on medals struck to celebrate naval victories over the Dutch). In 1671, Charles Stuart was sent as ambassador to Denmark in an attempt to persuade that country to join England and France in an attack on the Dutch. He died there the following year, aged thirty-three, but was later buried at Westminster Abbey. The absence of children from his marriages meant that his titles reverted to the Crown. The titles Duke of Richmond and Duke of Lennox were revived a few years later, in 1675, for Charles II’s natural son by his mistress Louise de Kérouaille. Charles Stuart’s widow did not remarry and Charles II granted her a pension of £1000 a year. Before she died, in 1702, she purchased Lethington Tower and estate (East Lothian, Scotland) as a present for her nephew’s son Walter, Master of Blantyre, the house to be renamed ‘Lennoxlove’ in memory of her gift to him. It was through this family line that the cloth of silver doublet and hose and the blue velvet mantle survived, remaining at Lennoxlove House through the centuries, even though there have been several changes of ownership of the house. In 1946, Lady Hersey and Major Robert Baird sold Lennoxlove House to the Duke of Hamilton and the doublet and trunk hose were donated to the National Museum of Scotland. The portrait of Charles Stuart wearing his Garter robes and regalia was painted by Sir Peter Lely (1618-80) around 1668 and this painting survives at Lennoxlove House along with the Garter mantle. (There is also another copy of the portrait in the North Carolina Museum of Art, see Figure 4). These surviving items of dress are relatively rare as Garter robes were supposed to be returned after death to the College of Arms and the jewels to the Sovereign.
THE DRESS AND INSIGNIA OF THE MOST NOBLE ORDER OF THE GARTER

A useful account of the detail of the ceremonial costume associated with the order can be found in Alan Mansfield’s book on the subject.\(^{36}\) It is worth listing here the elements that make up the ceremonial outfit. The clothing elements are the Mantle, the Surcoat, the Hood, the Cap and the Underdress. The Garter itself could be a relatively simple fabric garter embroidered with the motto, ‘Honi soit qui mal y pense’, or a more elaborate affair such as Charles II’s own gold-mounted, jewel-encrusted garter with its 250 diamonds and a miniature portrait worked in the gold of the buckle. The other insignia were the Collar, the George, the Lesser George and the Star.

At the time of the Restoration, the mantle was a full semicircular cloak of blue silk velvet which was lined with white silk taffeta. King Charles II’s mantle required twenty yards of velvet and had a train two yards long. Those of his ‘Knights subject’ had no train, simply reaching to the ground and made from around fifteen yards of velvet.\(^{37}\) This is borne out by the mantle of Charles Stuart which survives at Lennoxlove House, which is ground length, without a train. An examination of this surviving mantle showed that it could be constructed easily from fifteen yards of velvet. The garment itself is a simple semicircle made of parallel lengths of velvet, cut from velvet 20 inches/50.8 centimetres wide, with the nap running in the same direction. In essence it is similar to the cut and construction of the surviving mantle of Christian IV of Denmark (1577-1648) dating from 1603 – the blue velvet is the same width - but without the train.\(^{38}\) On the left of the mantle was worn an embroidered badge of the order – a white shield with St George’s cross framed by a garter with the motto. This too appears on the mantle of Charles Stuart at Lennoxlove. The garment was completed with a stand collar and two long blue and gold cords attached, ending in large tassels. The mantle was supplied by the Royal Wardrobe at this time.\(^{39}\) It is likely that Charles
Stuart had two such mantles, one which was kept permanently at Windsor and another which was worn on all other occasions.\textsuperscript{40}

The Surcoat during the seventeenth century was a simple garment of crimson velvet. It can be seen clearly in a portrait of Charles II by John Michael Wright (1617-1694) and in the portrait of Charles Stuart by Sir Peter Lely (Figure 4).\textsuperscript{41} It was also known as a ‘gown’ or ‘kirtle’. Janet Arnold mapped a pattern of a surviving surcoat and this resembles in style the one seen in the Wright and Lely portraits.\textsuperscript{42} The Hood was a relic of the fifteenth-century chaperon which by the seventeenth century had become a padded ring of velvet with a narrow liripipe streamer. It was worn over the right shoulder. The Cap was of two forms during the Restoration, a low soft crowned cap of black velvet or a narrow brimmed hat of black velvet. There exist a number of sketches from the mid-1660s made by Sir Peter Lely of knights of the Garter in full ceremonial dress, one of which survives in the collection at the Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg. It is thought to be of Charles Stuart, Duke of Richmond and Lennox and the striking interest of the portrait is the form of the hat worn with the Garter robes. This can be seen as almost like a top-hat in shape, with pleated crown and feather plume.\textsuperscript{43} The hat on Charles II’s memorial effigy in Westminster Abbey has a stiff, pleated crown about six inches high and is trimmed with a tall plume of white ostrich and black heron feathers (which were wildly expensive at that time).

The Underdress of the costume consisted of the short doublet and trunk hose under discussion here, along with a linen shirt with lace cuffs and lace collar band. White silk stockings were also worn. The memorial effigy of Charles II was found to wear small clothes or drawers with the stockings attached, and this arrangement seems to have continued into the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{44} This practical arrangement must have been necessary even with the trunk hose of Charles Stuart as the trunks do not extend
far over the thighs, unlike those of the late sixteenth and earlier seventeenth century. The Scottish Order of the Thistle underdress which survives at Drummond Castle, also had a pair of inner breeches or linings with pearl-knitted silk stockings attached, and which were worn under the cloth of silver petticoat-like hose. 45

The other elements of Garter dress are the insignia referred to above. The Collar was a chain of twenty-six enamelled garters, each linked to its neighbour by stylized knotted cords of gold. This was worn outermost, across the chest, the ends secured to the costume with white satin ribbons. Hanging from the collar was an enamelled gold model of St George on horseback, spearing a dragon. The Lesser George was similar in design to the George but the gold emblem was attached to a ribbon which was worn round the neck. The Star was a badge, either embroidered or of silver and enamel which was worn on outer garments when the Garter mantle was not in use. Knights were not supposed to wear their robes and regalia outside appointed ceremonies, and the Star was a way of displaying their status and fellowship outside those times. This rule was broken immediately after the ceremonies of April 1667, when the king and his knights were seen to ride around until dark, still in their robes, drawing scandalized comment from Pepys in his diary. 46

DESIGN OF THE UNDERDRESS

From Maria Hayward’s investigations it seems clear that Charles II’s wardrobe was principally influenced by Claude Sourceau, a French tailor whom he employed from the late 1640s to 1671. 47 Working in partnership with him from 1660 was John Allen, a tailor who had travelled with Charles II throughout his period of exile as a member of his permanent household staff and who continued to work as his personal tailor during the first decade of the Restoration. 48 The fashion at this date among the elite was a
preference for French clothing and French craft skill and Sourceau was in a position to pass on information about the latest fashions. It may be that the ultimate architect of the design of the underdress of the Garter robes was Claude Sourceau, as he would have knowledge of the underdress of the Ordre du Saint-Esprit. The design of the doublet and hose of cloth of silver would have to gain the king’s personal approval before this style was ever executed for himself and for his knights. In that sense, the garments of the underdress discussed here do not reflect the taste or habits of Charles Stuart, Duke of Richmond and Lennox. The clothes were a given, their design approved by the king, reflecting his desires and taste rather than those of his kinsman. But it may be said that Charles Stuart was not so very different in his tastes as his patterns of consumption show him working to maintain the required level of aristocratic display. He spent considerable sums on silks, ribbons and garnitures, gold and silver lace, furs and muffls, and on liveries for his household staff. He made use of five tailors, one of them French, for he had estates in France. Like most of the elite, he had much less need of woollen cloth, choosing to dress mostly in velvet, silk, satin or in mixed cloths of silk and wool.49

CUT AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNDERDRESS

*The Doublet*

The doublet is a relatively simple garment, cut from cloth of silver, mounted on to plain weave unbleached linen and lined throughout with cream tabby-weave silk (see Figures 5-7). The cloth of silver tissue has a base of cream, closely woven, ribbed silk tabby, with supplementary wefts of fine silver strips, held down by every other warp. The cream silk warp is very fine and loosely spun. The silver strips have been cut from
silver foil, each strip approximately 200 microns wide and a thickness of 8 – 10 microns. Examination of fragments of silver taken from the textile showed the silver to be of high purity (99%) and also confirmed that the strips had been sheared rather than drawn.\textsuperscript{50} The pure or unalloyed nature of the silver meant that it had flexibility and ductility, qualities necessary for use as a textile. It is likely that the cloth of silver was of French manufacture as English silk weavers were not then in a position to challenge the best French silks.\textsuperscript{51} The doublet is short waisted, that is, it is in a style designed to show an expanse of shirt in the gap between the doublet and the trunk-hose. These garments were never designed to connect in the way that Elizabethan and Jacobean clothes did, tied together by points or, as later, hooking together. But the doublet does carry vestiges of the earlier styles. The bottom edge is finished with a set of six rectangular skirt tabs, echoing the tabs in earlier styles of doublets, although here they do not overlap, indeed there is a small gap between each one. This seems to be a deliberate feature of the doublet’s design. Each tab is ornamented along its top edge, below the waist seam, with a row of stitched eyelet holes. The eyelets of this doublet have no practical function, for although they are real enough, the back of each tab is lined with a piece of silk which covers them. They seem to be a remnant of doublets of the era of Charles I, where the eyelets worked on the skirt tabs, just under the waist seam, had a real function, as trussing laces connecting doublet to hose were threaded through these.\textsuperscript{52} These trussing laces eventually became replaced by non-functional decorative ribbons. Curiously, the tabs of the Garter doublet have small metal eyes sewn to their lining, just above the hem edge; their function is not clear as there are no corresponding hooks on the trunk-hose waistband. The doublet has no stand collar, but a neckline bound with cream silk. The sleeves are not quite full length, thus allowing for a puff of shirt sleeve to show at the wrist and the tight gathering of fabric at the front
seam amplifies this effect. Both sleeves have a small tuck on the underarm to allow them to fit the armholes. The cuff edges are also trimmed by a double layer of metal thread lace (point), one narrow (3.0 centimetres), one deep (9.5cm), and a line of narrow metal thread braid (0.7cm) where they join the sleeve. Figure 8 shows a detail of the cuff lace, the metal thread of which has a silk core wrapped round with fine strips of silver foil. These silver lace cuffs are finished with bunches of ribbons, similar to those found on the trunk-hose, with eighteen ribbons on the left sleeve and nineteen on the right. The left-hand centre front of the garment has a row of twenty-one buttonholes, each 2 cm long, while the right-hand centre front has a corresponding line of twenty-one passementerie buttons, each with a diameter of 1.1 cm, depth of 0.65 cm, and set 0.5 cm in from the edge. These buttons have a wooden core worked over with metal thread in a basket-weave pattern. There is one additional button, of the same kind, attached to the right-hand front, at shoulder level. The function of this button remains unclear, since the doublet was largely obscured by the surcoat which sat over it. The doublet is further ornamented with strips of metal thread bobbin lace, width 3 cm, which outline the front, back, shoulders, skirt tabs and sleeves. The pattern of their application is shown in Figure 8, while an x-radiography image shows the lace’s intricate design more clearly (Figure 9). Like earlier seventeenth-century doublets, the Garter doublet has triangular belly pieces attached to each front section, set between the linen support and the silk lining (Figure 7). These are made from two layers of whalebone sandwiched between layers of stiffened white linen. One layer of whalebone strips is set parallel to the centre front edge, while another layer overlaps this, set on the diagonal. Figure 10 shows a photograph of this detail, revealed when the lining was removed during conservation.

Stylistically the doublet is similar to those of the 1660s in that it relates to the
fashion of the times. It does however depart in some details. When compared with an example from the Verney Collection, Claydon House, Buckinghamshire, UK the Garter doublet differs in that it has a simple, slightly curved, side seam while the Verney doublet has a side-back dog-leg seam. This latter was common in mid-seventeenth century doublets. The Verney doublet has sleeves composed of fabric strips, another fashionable feature of the period, while the Garter doublet has simple unslashed sleeves. There is another garment from this period in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, a silver-gilt silk tissue doublet, with slashed sleeves. It shares some design features with the Garter doublet in having skirt tabs, each with a row of blind eyelet holes and also a similar braiding pattern on the doublet body. It too has the stepped or dog-leg seam at the side back, although this is not immediately obvious as it is covered by decorative silver-gilt lace. Like the Verney doublet it has ‘slashed’ sleeves, though in this case, the cuts have all been made to the sleeve and are not independent strips. The garment also has the fashionable short length of the period. Both these doublets, the Verney and the V&A, have belly pieces like the Garter doublet. They also have stiffened stand collars, unlike the Garter doublet with its simple bound neckline.

The Trunk Hose

The trunk hose are essentially constructed in two parts: the upper part which forms the distinctive puffs of fabric and the lower part which is neatly fitted to the crotch area and is ungathered (this piece resembles low cut swimming briefs - see Figure 11). Of the two sections, it is the upper section which is more complicated in its construction (Figure 12). Each upper leg section is formed from a rectangle of cloth of silver constructed from three widths of the fabric. The complete selvedge width of the cloth has been used and this is about 18 ins/45.72 cm. In the middle of each three-width
expanse of silver cloth is worked a pocket slit to which a pocket bag is attached and the edges bound with silver metal-wrapped thread braid. On the right-hand side there is an additional pocket let in to the seam which joins the silver panels together and this again is edged with braid. In total there are three pockets. The larger pocket bags are formed from a rectangle of white linen to which has been stitched a facing of cream silk, while the small right-hand pocket, set in a seam, is formed from cream silk only (Figure 13). On the outside of each leg, along the axis established by the side pockets, a double band of silver bobbin lace, width 3 cm, is applied (Figure 12). On the left-hand side, both strips are present and extend just shy of the bottom edge. On the right-hand side, only one strip remains, although it does extend all the way to the bottom edge. At the front edge of each three-width silver panel, a deep pleat has been made in the cloth of silver to reduce the width and a further pleated tuck has been made to reduce the depth of the panel at the centre front (see diagram, Figure 12). In addition to these preparations, the bottom edge is reduced in circumference by multiple darting. Along the bottom edge a strip of white linen has been applied, extending all the way along the edge, except for the centre front pleat, and twenty-three darts have been stitched, catching silver and linen in each dart. By these means, the bottom edge has been stiffened and transformed into a circular shape, with a reduction on each leg to a circumference of 50.5 cm. At the top edge the cloth of silver has been gathered to fit the waist circumference. In order to shape each silver leg panel into a puffed shape, a length of stiffened white linen has been covered in white silk and the two pleated along both top and bottom edges to give the reduction necessary to match the waist and hip circumferences (Figure 13, upper diagram). This pleated lining, when stitched inside both legs and attached to the waistband, reduces the depth of the silver panels and throws the excess outwards as a puff. The technique of darting the bottom edges to reduce the circumference is to be
found in Jacobean trunk hose. These two leg puffs are sewn together through a centre back seam, with the cloth of silver sewn independently of the pleated, stiffened lining. At the centre front, on the right-hand side of the fly opening, a buttonholed fly-piece has been stitched – it carries four buttonholes – and it is partly masked by the front pleat of the cloth of silver. There are no surviving buttons which correspond with the fly-piece’s buttonholes. This upper puffed section is sewn to the upper edge of the short trunks-like piece which sits around the crotch. The waist edge of the trunk hose is completed by stitching to a waist band. This is formed from several short lengths of cloth of silver, supported by a strip of buckram. The silver strip has been turned over the top edge of the buckram and just below this fold, on the inside, has been stitched the pleated stiffened lining of the trunk hose. There is a single buttonhole worked on the left-hand side and it corresponds to a large button on the right-hand side. The button is 3cm in diameter and has a wooden domed core, worked over with silver threads. Along the waistband, on the outside, are stitched twenty bunches of ribbons. These are not very regular in their spacing. The ribbon bunches are composed of four types of ribbon, each cut about 50 cm long and folded and stitched in two ways (Figure 11). The ribbons are of silk, or of silver lace or a combination of both.

The lower section of the trunk hose is cut from cloth of silver and is mounted on to a white linen foundation of the same shape (Figure 11). The cloth of silver is cut in one large piece with two smaller pieces giving extra width at the hips. The whole is lined with white silk, pieced together to give the same shape. Into the central front section extends the fly opening, which has been cut through and bound with a strip of silk. This opening is continuous with the fly opening in the upper section. There is a buttonhole on the left-hand side but no surviving corresponding button. It is to this lower garment section that a tier of ribbons is attached. The individual sites are marked
on the pattern, each representing a bunch of ribbons. They number thirty-five in total and they are composed of the same ribbons as those attached along the waistline, and again the spacing of the bunches is slightly irregular. An important thing to note about the completed trunk hose is that the garment is bifurcated, has a functional centre front fly opening and practical pockets and in these respects resembles earlier Jacobean models. Since Charles II’s Garter underdress of this time did not survive, the trunk hose of the Duke of Richmond are the closest in cut and style to the hose that can be clearly seen in high-definition in John Michael Wright’s portrait of Charles II, c. 1661-2 (Figure 4), where the king is shown wearing his Parliamentary Robes over his Garter costume.58

While the style of the doublet relates directly to styles fashionable around 1660, a style identified especially with the French, the style of the trunk hose echoes the earlier Stuart period of James I and VI and techniques of their construction, where a large width of fabric is cleverly darted into a much smaller circumference, are to be found in those earlier examples. But while in the trunk hose of the early seventeenth century the gathered volume was made to fit the thigh, the Garter hose fullness in this example is made to sit around the hips. What is clear is that the design is an attempt to reference the past, but find a new way to fabricate this appearance, else why not copy the old style directly? And it is clear that the underdress of the Garter robes was in reality quite different in that earlier Stuart period; a portrait of James I and VI by Daniel Mytens, showing the king in his Garter robes, reveals that he is wearing full, long hose of white satin that reach to his knees.59 The Garter hose of the 1660s resist fashion in that they are not petticoat breeches, which were extremely popular at this time and were commonly worn with a short-waisted doublet, but they collude with fashion in being heavily beribboned: the doublet and hose combined have at least 130
metres of ribbon, attached in bunches. The fashionable gap between doublet and hose was maintained with this hybrid style and the expanse filled with the full folds of a generously cut shirt. Portraiture also shows that the shirts worn with these clothes were contemporary, with full, lace-trimmed sleeves and lavish lace collar bands. So although Charles II expressed a wish that the underdress should resemble the ‘old style’ and should stand apart from fashion, it is clear that this instruction was not strictly held to - and presumably he approved this style for he wore it on ceremonial occasions, as evidenced in the John Michael Wright portraits.

How do these garments relate to other ceremonial examples from this period? There are two surviving underdress suits of known provenance and date with which to compare the Duke of Richmond’s set. One set survives on the wax effigy of Charles II which is kept at Westminster Abbey Museum and which is dressed in Garter robes. The effigy was made shortly after Charles II’s death (1685) and was ready in the following year, 1686. The set of doublet and trunk hose of cloth of silver to be found on the effigy of Charles II may or may not have belonged to him; there is no clear evidence either way. The other surviving set belonged to James Drummond, fourth Earl of Perth and a knight of the Thistle. Presently held at Drummond Castle, this underdress of doublet and trunk-hose of cloth of silver dates from the period 1687-1716. Both sets of garments are interesting in that even at this early date they show the tendency to ‘fossilization’ and the shift of once practical styles into a simplified symbolic form. The doublet found on the effigy of Charles II is similar to that of the Duke of Richmond, a short-waisted bodice, with shallow tabs set around the bottom edge, with the same pattern of ornamentation, but with some openings in the seams at centre back and on the sleeve front seam. The sleeves too are shorter, but in general a similar sort of garment to
the one under study here. However, the trunk hose have been dramatically simplified to a kind of short skirt or petticoat. This garment has some of the appearance of the earlier trunk hose with puffs of cloth of silver and ribbons (though only a few token bunches at centre front) but the garment is not bifurcated and simply wraps around the body, fastening at the back. That this is not an example unique to the effigy, indeed, not simplified for this occasion alone, can be shown by examination of the ‘trunk hose’ surviving as part of the Order of the Thistle robes and regalia. Here too, while the doublet has a recognisable form and style to that of the Duke of Richmond (although the body and sleeves are longer) there is found a similar simplification of the trunk hose to a decorated skirt or petticoat. This simplified style of hose continued in use as part of the Garter underdress through both eighteenth and nineteenth centuries until these foundations were replaced in the twentieth century by morning dress or service uniform.64

CONCLUSION

The ceremonial underdress presented in this paper and which formed part of the uniform of the Order of the Garter during the early years of the reign of Charles II, remains interesting on several counts. The clothes were worn on ceremonial occasions, notably the Feast of St George, by members of an elite, privileged group, whose numbers were limited by statute. In its material form we see not the individual clothing choice of its wearer, Charles Stuart, Duke of Richmond, but a clothing style defined by the King and his tailors. This clothing reveals little about its owner and wearer, but a great deal about Charles II and his understanding of display and the performance of kingship. Both the creation of a new knight of the Garter and the gift of this clothing lay in his power and he used it for political ends. In these carefully preserved textiles we
see reflected the use of clothing to generate visual spectacle, to underline exclusivity by the use of expensive materials, to exercise control of a group of powerful aristocrats on whose loyalty the king depended, to maintain an illusion of continuity with the past – and by implication, Charles II’s right to rule. As Kevin Sharpe has noted, the legacy of the civil war and a decade of republic gave Charles II the difficulty of reconstituting monarchy. The arts of representing regality through images, display and ceremony were more vital than ever to survival.\(^{65}\) After the Restoration, the images of Charles II wearing Garter robes are the most numerous and the most copied.\(^{66}\) The underdress clothes themselves appear, by comparison with other examples, to be the earliest surviving design from Charles II’s reign and their construction reveals them to be of their time, related to fashionable clothing, despite some appearances to the contrary.
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